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Valuation Methodologies
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Business Enterprise Value:

=  Operating Value + Nonoperating Value (Cash, Notes Receivable, Etc.) 

- Debt Value

= Equity Value

- Valuation Discounts (Lack of Control, Lack of Marketability)

=  Adjusted Equity Value



Valuation Methodologies
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Operational Valuation Methodologies

1. Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

2. Market Comparable Guideline Analysis

3. Transaction Analysis

4. Cost or Adjusted Balance Sheet Analysis

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Methodologies



Key Considerations and Red Flags 
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Discounted Cash Flow

• Forecast bias

• Proper measurement of working capital

• Capacity considerations

• Proper risk profile captured in discount rate

Market Comparable and Transaction Analyses

• Fallacies in selecting earnings multiples

• Consideration of synergies

• Proper comparability adjustments



Valuation Process
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Economic Analysis
• Real and nominal growth rates

• Interest rates

• Other economic factors

Industry Analysis 
• Industry background

• Historical and forecasted industry growth

Company Due Diligence Analysis
• History, facilities, employees, products, markets, and competitors

• Management forecasts

Financial Statement Analysis
• Historical & projected financial statements

• Adjusted financial statements

Market Valuation Analysis



Adjusted Income Statement Analysis
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Removing Nonoperational Items

• Excess property and related expenses

• Cash value of life insurance and related expenses

Removing Nonrecurring Items

• Extraordinary legal expenses

• Stock compensation 

• Extraordinary compensation

• Project related professional fees

Eliminating Interest Expenses

Considering Synergy Adjustments



Discounted Cash Flow Valuation 
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The Discounted Cash Flow Forecast Considers:

• Sales forecast (typically 5 to 10 Years)

• Costs and expenses

• Capital expenditures and operating working capital requirements

• Discount rate or Weighted average cost of capital (WACC)

• Terminal or residual growth rate



Discount Rate 
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Defined: The weighted average of after-tax cost of equity and debt. 

In order to derive a market's cost of capital, we need to approximate three 

components:

1. Cost of Equity

2. Cost of Debt

3. Percent of Each Component in the Capital Structure

The Cost of Debt and Cost of Equity are based upon current market inputs

The higher the Discount Rate, the lower the relative value of the entity and vice 

versa



Discounted Cash Flow Forecast
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Test forecasts with:

• Historical annual growth 

• Industry consensus annual growth 

• Comparable data

• Customer consensus annual growth

• Economic forecasts 



Market Comparable Analysis
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Database Search

– Capital IQ public and private database

– Internal proprietary database

Review Business Descriptions and Financial Performance

Compute Multiples and Financial Ratios for the Selected Comparables

Adjust Multiples for Differences in:

• Size 

• Financial Leverage

• Profitability

• Growth and Asset Returns



Sources of Valuation Discounts
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Marketability and Liquidity, Minority and Non-Voting Discounts

• Empirical discount studies

• Court cases

• Option models:

 Black Scholes

 Binomial

• Control premium studies

• Specific facts and circumstances



Value Drivers and Process
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Value Drivers - Qualitative
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1. Market position

2. Company perception

3. Quality of management

4. Barriers to entry

5. Company size

6. Growth potential

7. Capital adequacy

8. Diversity of customer base

9. Technology

10. Market activity and stage of market cycle



Value Drivers – Quantitative
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1. Efficiency of working capital 

2. Profit margin changes

3. Asset utilization

4. Consistency of profitability

5. Proper financial leverage

6. Revenue changes

7. Current market and transaction multiples



Case Studies
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Case Study
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From a Seller’s Perspective

• Through a referral, we were approached by the owner of a professional

service firm who had been negotiating with a similar, but larger, regional

firm.

• After receiving an initial offer, the owner wanted us to review it and conduct

a valuation analysis of the business based upon the future work the firm

had developed and upon what the owner would contribute to the acquiring

firm.

• The initial offer appeared reasonable, but was on the lower end of what the

owner had expected. We were also concerned about the mix of up-front

versus deferred purchase price payments.

• Following multiple meetings, we developed independent valuation analyses

and were able to help him receive both a higher price, as well as secure a

higher upfront portion of cash by showing him and the seller the real

intrinsic value of the firm.



Case Study
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From a Buyer’s Perspective

• A regional healthcare provider was having discussions with a smaller firm

within the same specialty, and with a complimentary client base. The

owners of the smaller firm were reaching retirement age and wanted to sell

the business, but wanted to make certain any potential purchase would be

a good fit for the remaining employees.

• The provider hired VRC to provide a valuation of the smaller firm to provide

information to the provider’s board of directors.

• After receiving the historical financial statements and reviewing the seller’s

forecast, we met with the sellers to learn about the history and operations

of the business. We realized that the forecast that they developed was

aggressive and had a low probability of achievement.

• We valued the company from the standpoint of a strategic buyer by

eliminating certain overhead and synergistic expenses and from a financial

buyer’s standpoint as well. This gave our client a solid foundation to

negotiate.
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